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Press Release
Poplar Street Complex – East St. Louis, IL
Collinsville, Illinois – The Illinois Department of Transportation announces that daytime rolling
lane restrictions will be encountered on the eastbound collector-distributor ramp of
Interstate 55/64. The restrictions will occur along Ramp D which are part of the eastbound
collector-distributor lanes. The work area will begin at the east end of the Poplar Street Bridge
and continuing to the Piggott/Tudor exit ramp at South 13th in East St. Louis. Rolling lane
restrictions will also be encountered on the westbound collector-distributor ramp of
Interstate 55/64 also known as Ramp A. These restrictions will begin in East St. Louis at the
Piggott/Tudor on ramp at South 13th Street and continue to the merge with the east end of the
Poplar Street Bridge. Traffic entering the westbound collector-distributor from the east and
northbound Illinois Route 3 will encounter lane shifts when entering Ramp A. One lane of
traffic will remain open at all times in both work areas. The aforementioned rolling lane
restrictions are necessary to conduct deck condition surveys. The eastbound lane restrictions will
occur on March 8, 2018 beginning at 7:00 AM with the westbound lane restrictions on March 6
and 7, 2018 beginning at 7:00 AM as well with the work in both locations concluding at 5:00 PM
on their respective days. Traffic delays are anticipated, motorists are encouraged to consider
alternate routes.
Traffic control devices will be utilized to assist motorist making thei way throught the work
zone. The Department asks that all motorists be patient and use additional caution when
traveling near and through this work zone. Please slow down and use extreme caution while
driving through all work zones.
Additional information is available at http://apps.dot.illinois.gov/stl-traffic.
For IDOT District 8 updates on Twitter, follow us at https://twitter.com/IDOTDistrict8.
Updates on the impacts to traffic are available at http://stl-traffic.org.
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